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About This Game

Moon River is a single player brain-twisting puzzle-platformer where the player is locked in the boundaries of the screen.
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Title: Moon River
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Cerdeira Guillaume
Publisher:
Cerdeira Guillaume
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 @ 2.4 GHz, AMD FX 8120 @ 3.1 GHz

Memory: 4
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Heyo! Sonoket 3 sentence review go: A short and surprisingly challenging game where walls and floors loop back on each other
to create a mind-bendingly fun puzzle game. Very minimal design in the game as well as lack of menus and options detract from
the game but not enough to not recommend it. Just a treat to play through at the pricepoint. If you want more than that I have a
First 30 video up on the game where you can see the First 30 minutes of gameplay with some more thorough thoughts after it.
Recommended! https://youtu.be/mDIwNKwhJuI. Heyo! Sonoket 3 sentence review go: A short and surprisingly challenging
game where walls and floors loop back on each other to create a mind-bendingly fun puzzle game. Very minimal design in the
game as well as lack of menus and options detract from the game but not enough to not recommend it. Just a treat to play
through at the pricepoint. If you want more than that I have a First 30 video up on the game where you can see the First 30
minutes of gameplay with some more thorough thoughts after it. Recommended! https://youtu.be/mDIwNKwhJuI
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